Stamp Fun
“All at Sea” on Stamps
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Stamp Active Network
in association with The British Philatelic Trust

Welcome to Stamp Active

Stamp Active is a voluntary organisation
which promotes stamp collecting for
young people in the UK.
This pack provides some activities for you to complete. If you finish five of the activities in the pack, please take
it to one of the organisers at a Stamp Active event and you will receive a prize.
There is plenty more for you to do in the pack or you can have a go at some of the other stamp competitions
promoted by Stamp Active. The pack is yours to keep and it will give you a useful guide to some of the varied
aspects of stamp collecting.

Have Fun!
Kids Corner, sponsored by The Philatelic Traders Society,
which takes place at Spring and Autumn Stampex, held
at the Business Design Centre, Islington, London.
The Stamp Active Competition, sponsored by the
GBPS and The British Youth Stamp Championships,
sponsored by Stanley Gibbons, for those interested in
displaying their collections.
Stamp Active Web Site to find out more about collecting
and the activities of the Stamp Active Network. Have a look
at our new website www.stampactive.co.uk
Stamp Active is a resource programme for organisers
of junior clubs with information and updates on the
website. More information can also be found on
www.stampactive.co.uk
Starter Packs, sponsored by Stanley Gibbons, for new
school and junior stamp clubs.
Kidstamps, supports young collectors between the ages
of 5 and 19, providing stamps, activities and much more
to make your hobby even more fun!
Workshops for children interested in developing their
competition entries.
National Youth Conference for organisers of clubs.
Stamps In Schools, sponsored by BPMA, is an
independent project run by Erene Grieve, which provides
a fun-packed day of stamp collecting displays and
activities for primary schools in the UK.

Stamp Active Network is supported by major sponsors
including The British Philatelic Trust, Stanley Gibbons,
The Association of British Philatelic Societies, The National
Philatelic Society, The Philatelic Traders Society, and
The Great Britain Philatelic Society as well as many other
dealers, individuals and clubs and societies. Special thanks
to Ian Varey for his development of the ideas
for this activity pack.
We are always in need of financial donations or the gift
of stamps, covers and other material.
For more information about the activities of the Stamp
Active Network or if you would like to make a donation,
please email stampactive@btinternet.com or write to:
Stamp Active
PO Box 477
Hounslow, Middlesex
TW3 9HD

Safety at Sea

For ships large and small the open sea can be a dangerous place.
The Pharos of Alexandria, built by the ancient Egyptians was one of
the first Lighthouses. Today there are lighthouses all over the world.
The lighthouses around Britain are now all automatically controlled,
but some countries still have lighthouse keepers.

These are flags used by
ships to send signals
before the use of radio.
Each flag has a specific
meaning, but they can
be used to spell out
names. Find some paper
and draw the flags to
spell out your name.
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The Royal National Lifeboat Institute (RNLI)
This voluntary organisation has been saving lives at sea for over 150 years. It works
closely with the Coastguard Service and the RAF Air rescue Teams. Many countries
have Maritime Rescue Services which do the same kind of work. They are all frequently
depicted on stamps.
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A Stamp Collecting Cruise
Round the British Isles
The four countries of Great Britain and some of the larger islands all have their own regional
and island issues of stamps. Eire or Southern Ireland is a separate country and it too issues
its own stamps. Look for stamps from different parts of the British Isles and mount them in
the right place.

Your Cruise Ship for your voyage
around the British isles

Scotland

Northern Ireland

Ise of Man

England
Wales
Southern Ireland
(Eire)

Guernsey

Jersey

Islands of the World

The Oceans of the World are full of islands, some large like Greenland and many small like
Easter Island in the Pacific Ocean. Many of the Island Nations have issued stamps showing
the island’s shape. These stamps are quite common and can make an interesting collection.
See if you can find more stamps from different islands in these areas.
The Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean Sea

The Caribbean (part of the Atlantic)

The Indian Ocean

The Pacific Ocean

How many islands do you think make up the British Isles?

Pirates of the Caribbean

Many islands in the Caribbean during the late 17th and early 18th centuries are associated
with pirates. The most famous pirate town was on the island of Tortuga.

Pirates sailed under the Black
Flag. However pirate captains
had their own designs.

Make up a name for this Island:
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The Pirates Treasure Island
Write and draw in the following
information:
N9/W3: Write the words
‘North Cape’
N6/W10: Safe Anchorage - draw
an anchor
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N5/W8: Camp - draw a tent
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N3/W12: Draw hills
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N6/W12: Draw hills
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N3/W7: Reefs - draw in rocks
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N3/W8: Reefs - draw in rocks
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N3/W9: Reefs - draw in rocks
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N4/W7: Sea Caves - write the
word ‘caves’

15
Pirates and Treasure

Creatures of the Sea

The next four pages are for you to make mini collections of stamps for the different
creatures of the sea.
Mammals that live in the Sea
Whales, dolphins an porpoises
There are 16 different whales, 40 different dolphins and 6 different porpoises.

Seals, turtles, sea cows and sea otters
There are different seals, different turtles and one type each of sea cow and sea otter

Creatures of the Sea

Fish and Crustaceans of the Sea
Jaws (sharks)
There are many different types of sharks

Claws (crabs and lobsters)
There are many different sea creatures with claws

Fish and Corals of the Reef
There are hundreds of fish that inhabit the coral reefs and tens of different corals

Creatures of the Sea

More Fish and Creatures of the Sea
Fish of the open seas

All other sea creatures
Octopuses, squid, sea horses, starfish, shrimps, urchins etc

Creatures of the Sea

Birds of the Sea
Sea birds of the British coast

Sea birds of distant lands

The History of Sailing Ships

For 1000’s of years sailing ships, relying on wind power sailed the seas. This set of Polish
stamps shows the development from ships of ancient Egypt to a modern steel hulled sailing
ship used to train cadet sailors.
Observation Test - To complete this page you will find a magnifying glass useful
Match the price on the stamp to the description of the ship
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Egipski (Egyptian)
XV cent. BC ship
Fenicki (Phoenician)
XV cent. BC ship
Grecka (Greek trireme)
V cent. BC ship
Rzymski (Roman)
III cent. AD ship
Skandynawski (Viking)
IX cent. AD ship
Koga (N. Sea Kogge)
XIV cent. AD ship
Holk (Dutch Hulk)
XIV cent. AD ship
Karawela (Carrack)
XV cent. AD ship
Galeon (Galleon)
XVI cent. AD ship
“Wodnik” Polish Warship
XVII cent. AD ship
Fleuta (Dutch Fleute)
XVII cent. AD ship
Ship of the Line
XVIII cent. AD ship
Kliper (Clipper)
XVIII cent. AD ship
“Dar Pomorza” Cadet Trainer
XX cent. AD ship

Modern Ships of the Sea

Many countries issue stamps showing ships.
Cruise & Passenger Ships

Naval Ships

Tankers & Container Ships

Fishing Boats

Pleasure Crafts

Other Types of Ships

Seaside holidays

Can you name the following activities that seaside holiday makers take part in or watch?
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Letters Posted at Sea

Before computers and emails, letters written onboard a ship would be posted by the
Ship’s Purser’s Office at the next port of call, or at the end of the voyage. Ships crews,
passengers and sailors in the navy from many different countries, all wrote home while
on voyages. The envelopes which collectors call ‘covers’ often have interesting
cancellations and cachets and make a very interesting collection.
The examples on this page have been reduced in size so that they fit on.

RMS Andes, from which this
letter was written and then
posted from Las Palmas.

“PAQUEBOT” with or
without the posted at
sea is the internationally
recognised cachet for
this type of mail.

Using the internet one can easily find
out about the different ships. HMS
Selene was a submarine supply ship,
built at Birkenhead on the Mersey

All at Sea Quiz

Questions 1 to 10. Write the answers in the correct place.
The first letter of each answer will give you the name of the biggest Leviathans.
For clues look carefully at the stamps.
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1. Not a father’s son
but still a _ _ _ _
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2. Turns red when it is cooked

-
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3. WWII German name
for this vessel?

4. To which family
does this belong?

8. An RNLI machine
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5. A type of shell

6. The largest of the
editable flat fish

9. The man not the boat

7. Another name for
scuba gear

10. Found on the sea shore
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Have a look at our website:
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